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Some misconceptions about success…

• Being successful doesn’t mean to be lucky

• If we are lucky, our good luck may sometime come to an end (and so 
will also our path to success…)

• In Instagram and TikTok times success is overvalued

• When we fail, there are lots of things to learn

• When we succeed, there is not much to learn: success cannot be 
replicated – at least easily



Success in the context of EU projects

• Success in the context of EU projects is pretty easy to define:

• You have to acquire projects 

• this means…

• You have to be part of successful proposal schemes

• this means…

• You have to either write these proposals on your own or…

• be invited in other people’s successful proposals



A case of the impostor syndrome…

• Within any successful proposal, there are usually one or two persons 
who actually wrote the proposal and…

• About ten to twenty people who shall claim that they wrote and won 
the proposal

• All of them will get probably promoted, possibly get increase in their 
salaries, acquire if available a permanent position, and also start 
wearing a golden ‘winner’s halo’

• Is there any problem with the above?

• They may simply not have an idea how their success happened



The core aspect in all EU projects is…

• Not about money

• Not about fame

• Not about vanity

• It is all about collaboration

• I can testify this from my personal experience – I started back when 
the 3rd Framework Programme was running – with a 6.6 billion Euro 
budget

• Horizon2020 (8th FP) had available 80 billion Euro and 

• Horizon Europe now (9th FP) has about 95 billion Euro 



Money increased but…

• Also competition that is now fiercer than ever

• Death rates are high – same high is also a feeling of saving resources 
and not risking much or at all

• All in all: the timing for entering the field is both good and bad



An extra reason…

• Complexity increased!

• Here some example – it dates back to the 5th Framework Programme

• You can regard it as a piece of technological policy archaeology…



A comparison with today’s 
WorkProgrammes…

• I took it from Cluster 4 ‘Digital, Industry and Space’



So … what is to be done?

• Celebrate the many opportunities?

• Mourn for the high amount of information?

• Do both?

• Do nothing?

• …



Some factual findings

• Researchers and scientists face globally, and parallel to their core 
research activities where excellence is sought, increased pressure to 
successfully lead or participate in projects 

• There is fierce competition with success rates of proposals falling 
dramatically down, while …

• The complexity of the funding instruments and the need for 
acquiring a wide understanding of issues related to impacts, research 
priorities in connection to wider national and transnational (e.g. EU-
wide) policy aspects, increases

• Research management shall be concentrating increasing interest and 
resources in the years to come and set the stage for research 
managers as essential parts of a ‘healthy research culture’



No better place for supporting arguments 
than some recent articles…





Some anecdotal evidence on how things 
actually are…

• Stories from the trenches: Two examples



A Call of 2016…



A year before…



What happened?

• There have been changes and improvements in all aspects: the 
core idea, the consortium, the proposal

• Did they justify the change in the score from 9.00 to 14.00?

• Hmmm…



What happened?

• A more convincing story? A better consortium? A change in the 
evaluators’ attitudes? Lobbying? Politics?

• All of the above? 

• None of the above?

• Noone knows!



Hope for the best (expect the worst…)

Some times things go from bad to worse…



Here comes the worse…



Again the question: What happened?

• There have been changes and improvements in all aspects: the 
core idea, the consortium, the proposal

• But how did it ended up in a change of the score from 10.50 to 
6.50?

• Hmmm…



And a more recent example…



Take away messages

• Both success and failures are part of the game, same as they are part 
of our lives

• One needs to engineer them, dedicating systematic resources

• This needs time – a considerable amount of personal time away from 
family

• One may not learn everything within a General Information Day – but 
it is a start!

• One should not rely on learning by being taught – it needs hands-on 
practice

• And above all: one needs to get networked with other people in 
Turkey and all over Europe



Take away messages (cont‘d) BYON: Build 
your own network!

• Independently on your position within the scientific, research  or 
business domains

• Try build long-lasting relationships with peers but also with other 
persons with complementary profiles

• It is impossible to mobilise on specialised resources when one may 
never has cared to consider investing on them

• Don’t forget: a team needs time to be built – and can easily break 
apart

• Usually in a network you may contribute in the beginning, and then 
learn to acquire leading roles, but this is not always the case!



Take away messages (cont‘d) BYON: Build 
your own ecosystem!

• One doesn’t need only same-minded people with identical profiles

• It is important to understand the value different people or 
organisations can bring to you

• It is also important to understand the need for consistency and 
continuity:

• Noone would build a network or an ecosystem for using it only once

• These are assets that one builds and usually outlive us

• Sometimes results of an effort of today may be visible after ten years



For follow-up questions contact me at: 

• adamantios.koumpis@gmail.com



Q&A
Time to ask your 

questions!



Thank you!

Teşekkür ederim!
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